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Harbour to College
Introduction
The Official Plan establishes, as the main objective of planning for the
Waterfront, that strategies should be developed to increase public access, use
and enjoyment, by transforming it into more of a “people place” and, at the
same time, provide Cornwall with a strong link to its past. The objective is well
suited for the Harbour to College section of the Waterfront.
This specific section of the Cornwall Waterfront has many underutilized
and vacant areas which contain a large amount of potential for redevelopment.
It is, however, a significantly historic area, linking Cornwall’s development and
industrial heritage to the St. Lawrence River waterfront.
1.0

Boundary

This area is defined as, roughly, the area from Bergeron Lane easterly to
the eastern boundary of the St. Lawrence College Campus property, Montreal
Road to the north, and south to the St. Lawrence River.
2.0

Existing Land Uses and Characteristics

This is, in fact, one of the only areas in Cornwall that the urban uses,
property ownership and neighbourhoods reach all the way to the shoreline of
the St. Lawrence River. At the east end of the area the St. Lawrence College
Campus, along with the newly built dormitory and the St. Lawrence River
Institute for Environmental Sciences, the campus occupies a prominent
location on a point projecting into the river. This site was once an island, but
the narrow channel was filled in many years ago. An inlet, over which the
College Bridge passes, is all that remains of that channel. The College buildings
are a dominant feature on the site and the waterfront location adds to the
character of the campus. The river flows with a fairly strong current in this
area.
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In the central part of this sector the ‘Lorneville’ area, a dense mixed, older
neighbourhood of Cotton Mill era workers houses (circa), reaches down to the
river’s edge. A bikepath connection was constructed as one of the early links
in the 1980's.
The western part of the area is characterized by the former Cotton Mills’
industrial complex, the Harbour, and the former storage tank lands. The area
consists of a complex of mainly late 1800's, and early 1900's red brick ‘mill’
type buildings. They contain some remaining industrial uses but in some areas
conversion and upgrading to more contemporary land uses have started.
3.0

History

The construction of the Cornwall Canal and the addition of a power canal
running off of the waterway provided an incentive for rapid industrial expansion
in this section of the Waterfront. William Mattice acquired the water privileges
for this area and laid out a primitive industrial park. The Mack Express Mill and
the Flack and Van Arsdale Pottery were two of the early small scale operations
to establish in this area. Large scale textile operations began in the 1860's with
financial backing from Montreal entrepreneurs who were attracted by the good
transportation facilities, access to ample waterpower and a large labour force.
In 1868 G. Stephen and others formed the Cornwall Manufacturing Company
and proceeded to erect a woolen mill. When the mill was destroyed by fire in
1868, the city fathers offered the owners financial incentives to rebuild and, at
the same time, absorbing the area into the City’s boundaries. In 1872, the
Cornwall Manufacturing built a four-storey brick woolen mill (now known as the
Dundas Mill) employing some 215 hands. Encouraged by their success with the
woolen mill, Stephen and associates built a brick cotton mill (now known as the
Canada Cotton Mill). The success of this plant led to further expansion. In
1884, the owners added a weave shed, one of the earliest such plants to be
electrically illuminated under the watchful eye of Thomas Edison.
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The concentration of large scale textile manufacturing encouraged other
industries to locate in the area. The Flack Brothers Batting and Quilting Plant,
the Deruchie foundry and related industries provided additional economic
growth to the area. The expansion in the textile industry also served to attract
a significant French Canadian labour force which created a distinct bi-cultural
community along the St. Lawrence.
Cornwall’s rapid industrial growth attracted widespread attention. In
1863 the Toronto Globe ran a feature article on “Cornwall the Factory Town”
which praised local officials for the great ‘improvements’ taking place in the
City. During the first and second World Wars, the mills supplied vital material
for the troops in service. In 1943-1944 a new four storey building was erected
north of the Canada Mill. However, increasing foreign competition rendered the
operation of the textile mills less profitable. In 1959, the company closed its
doors. Cornwall Industrial Development Limited purchased the buildings and
converted them into other uses. Today the mills are mainly vacant, however,
some are continuously being used for industrial purposes and others are being
used for contemporary business uses.
The Cornwall Canal also figures prominently in the history of this area.
The original Canal entrance and lock chambers have survived, although in
modified form. The newer expanded Canal entrance situated below the old
Canal is still visible and forms a tangible link with the early transportation
history of the Waterfront.
This area thus incorporates important resources that symbolize the
distinctive industrial, bi-cultural history of the Community.
4.0

Role of the Area to the City

The Dundas/Canada Cotton Mills are existing structures in this area and,
as mentioned earlier, they provide rental space for a number of small
commercial or industrial establishments. These buildings remain largely
underutilized and are prime candidates for redevelopment.
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The Harbour facility remains and is available for Seaway Shipping usage.
It is an added attraction to this area as ships dock and the cargo is loaded or
unloaded. Cornwall Island can be seen from the shore of the Harbour area and
there is a great view of the St. Lawrence River.
5.0

Constraints to Development

Land ownership is fairly complicated in this area. The City of Cornwall
does not own any land in the Harbour Area. Sections of land are owned
privately or by Federal Government agencies. However, there have been
discussions on transfer of some of the Harbour and related oil tank lands.
6.0

Projects Completed from 1989 Waterfront Plan

There were several proposed improvements introduced in the 1989
Waterfront Plan which have been implemented. These include such initiatives
as land purchase for bikepath linkages, zoning amendments and development
controls, infrastructure, servicing, and streetscpaing to make the area more
attractive for those interested in visiting the Waterfront (i.e. historical
preservation, road maintenance, etc.).
1.) Tank Farm: The tanks which were located west of the Harbour shed,
on Federal land, have been removed completely. The lease with the
Federal Government finished in 2003 and the tanks were removed
and it is understood the lands have been decommissioned to the
Ministry of Environment’s industrial/commercial standards.
2.) Parking Lot: A parking lot was added on the corner of Cotton Mill
Street and McConnell Avenue for use by tenants and visitors to the
Cotton Mill’s redevelopment area.
3.) Infrastructure Servicing: There have been road reconstruction
projects along Harbour Road, including curbing, lighting, and new
transportation links; roads/bikepath completion. There was also the
development of the PRIDE Program, which improved municipal
infrastructure to support redevelopment and reuse of buildings.
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4.) Bikepath: There is now a complete bikepath linkage along the
Waterfront for this area, including a floating section northeast of the
Harbour shed.
5.) Redevelopment: Redevelopment is continuing int his area through
efforts of the City and the very active Groupe Renaissance Group.
The Groupe Renaissance Group has been key to seeing progress in
this area.

7.0

Preliminary Proposals

The Waterfront Committee looks at this particular area recognizing it has
an immense range of possibilities for various forms of development and reuse
of existing building. The following points were the preliminary proposals
introduced by the Committee, and are recommended as action items.
General objective:
!

In order for the City to lead with any developments in this area, the
Committee feels some key parcels of land may be better in City
Ownership. Therefore, the Committee is looking for the City to
pursue an active role in land acquisition where opportunities exist.
This will generally mean continuing to work with the Federal
Government to see transfer of its surplus lands to the City.
Environmental conditions and associated risks will be central to
suitability of transfer to the City.
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Specific proposals:
!

The St. Lawrence College area has remained stable and successful,
with the addition of a residence. As a result, the Committee intends
to focus mainly on the Harbour area for redevelopment.
Notwithstanding the above, any new facilities or construction at the
College should be designed recognizing the key Waterfront location.
The College has a “green” focus to campus planning and it should be
encouraged as it relates to the Waterfront location.

!

With the Oil Tanks land now vacant, the Committee feels that this
particular area would be a prime location for new residential
development.
The land is currently zoned Manufacturing 20
(MFR20), so there would need to be zoning changes and, as a former
tanks’ facility, subject to further environmental review. As well,
further decommissioning work may be required to be able to
construct residential uses on the site. A detailed implementation
plan would need to be developed to move this proposal along.
Beyond the development and environmental issues, acquisition of
land from the Federal Government will be a key element.

!

Since the area contains buildings that were historically used for
textile uses and the Cotton Mills, it is supported and recommended
by the Committee, that appropriate programs should be used to
assist with redevelopment of these buildings, many of which are
vacant. The Committee would like to see these buildings contain
mixed uses, including some tourist attractions in order to get people
to the Waterfront. One of the possibilities the Committee is
proposing, is to explore the feasibility of the “Quilt of Belonging”
being housed in the Cotton Mills’ building which would serve as a
tourist attraction. The Waterfront Committee would like to see the
redevelopment of the Cotton Mills buildings for a mix of residential
and commercial uses with a cultural focus.
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!

There is still a predominance of industrial uses along this particular
section of the Waterfront, therefore, the Committee would like to
focus plan actions to continue the removal of the current industrial
uses.

!

The area of water within this section of the Waterfront, which was
once the starting point for the old Canal, is being proposed as a
possible area for boat docking in support of new residential
development on the former tank site.

!

The area of the dock and the Harbour could see considerable
improvement. Although the focus of this area will be moving away
from industrial uses, it is recommended that a commercial harbour
could remain an active part of this area. The Harbour and Coast
Guard facilities can add interest and vitality.

!

Key to the Harbour facilities will be finding alternative uses for the
Harbour “shed”.
Redevelopment of a harbour multipurpose
Waterfront facility should be pursued over the long term. This
facility could contain a retail or farmers’ market or a combination of
both.

!

A key objective of the Plan will be to develop what the Committee
has generally described as “lookout” park.
This land is the plateau area south of Bergeron Drive that contained
Seaway buildings and more recently the “Police Club”.
The site contains mature trees and has spectacular views of the St.
Lawrence River, connections to the Marina and views back to the
Cotton Mills complex.
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A detailed parks’ plan would need to be developed but the
Committee’s recommendation is that improved bikepath connections
be introduced. Potential improvements include a parkway type road,
with strategic parking bays to take advantage of the views. In
addition, improved landscaping, benches, shelters and park furniture
are seen as key improvements. Overall the park would remain as a
passive park facility.
As the park develops, its “connectivity: to the Civic Complex and
other key facilities to the west would need to be examined and likely
improved. That may take the form of new bikepath or driveway
connections.

8.0

Public Meeting Comments

As indicated in the introduction, public meetings were conducted for each
area. Along with the preliminary proposals for the Harbour to College area,
these were the comments from the public concerning development in this
particular area. Again most comments support the direction in the plan.
!

Clean up of the river bank along the bike path for a more enjoyable
trail

!

Basketball hoops on land owned by the City adjacent to the College
property or perhaps at the park which is currently intended for
elementary children.
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Aerial view of floating
bikepath
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The earlier section provides details on the Plan’s proposals and priorities but
for summary purposes, they are listed as follows.

PRIORITIES
HARBOUR TO COLLEGE

SHORT TERM PRIORITIES - 1-5
YEARS

LEVEL OF EFFORT - BUDGET

Acquire land as released as surplus

Low budget, high effort

Continue to support redevelopment of
Cotton Mills including Quilt of Belonging

Unknown

Localized park improvement along
bikepath

$50,000.00

Development of “Lookout” park south of
Bergeron Drive

$325,000.00

LONG TERM PRIORITIES - 6-10
YEARS

LEVEL OF EFFORT - BUDGET

Release new land for development,
ensure public facilities, docking and
bikepath connections are provided

Development management

Redevelopment of the warehouse shed

Unknown
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